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Abstract

An important system design task is the partitioning of system functionality for implementation among multiple system components, including partitions among hardware and software components. We present a set of closeness metrics to aid such partitioning. These metrics can be used by a designer or by automated algorithms, to cluster together functional objects that should be implemented on the same component. We present experiments for determining the best combination of metrics for particular uses, and we demonstrate the advantages of clustering with the closeness metrics before applying hardware or software partitioning.

1 Introduction

A system's functionality must be implemented on system components, such as standard or custom processors, memories, and buses. For example, consider the design of an ATM switching system, whose functionality is that of capturing incoming packets of data, and transmitting that data to other destinations. Such a system may consist of multiple ASICs, where an ASIC may contain a processor core and numerous memories and custom processor blocks. Time-critical behaviors such as data capture may be implemented using custom hardware blocks, while less critical behaviors, such as framing data for transmission, or behaviors likely to change in the future, may be implemented as software on the processor core.

To achieve such an implementation, a system designer must partition the system's functionality for implementation among the various system components such that design constraints are satisfied. Although there are an enormous number of possible partitions to choose from, only a small number of possibilities are explored in current practice. In current practice, the partitioning task is vaguely defined, decisions are based on mental or hand-calculated estimations, and documentation of decisions is scarce. These shortcomings have lead researchers to propose starting from a simulatable functional specification, whose pieces are then partitioned among system components with the aid of tools.

In this paper, we define closeness metrics for functionally partitioning a specification among hardware or software components. A closeness metric measures the likelihood that two pieces of the specification should be implemented on the same system component. For example, if two system functions use the same data, execute sequentially, and have the same hardware requirements, then implementing them on the same system component would likely lead to a good design. Closeness metrics can be used for two purposes: pre-assignment clustering or N-way clustering. In pre-assignment clustering, we merge together a few very close pieces of the specification. Then, when we subsequently apply partitioning heuristics to assign those pieces to system components, the heuristics deal with fewer objects, leading to reduced runtimes and possibly to better results. In N-way clustering, we group close objects until there are only N groups remaining, where each group is then assigned to its own system component. N-way clustering is a viable alternative to other N-way partitioning heuristics, and is especially useful when global metric values, such as overall performance, size, and pins, are not yet available. Global metric values are unavailable when we are in the process of forming an initial partition, since such values are based on a complete partition, or when estimators for those metrics don’t exist.

Previous research into closeness metrics has been focused on fine-granularity objects: logic operations in [1], arithmetic operations in [2], and statements in [3]. To our knowledge, our metrics are the first to address objects at the procedural level. Such coarse granularity supports manageable complexity and designer interaction. The case for procedural-level granularity during system partitioning has been presented in [4, 5, 6, 7], although those efforts did not address the issue of closeness metrics. Other functional partitioning efforts include operation-level approaches in [8, 9, 10, 11], statement-sequence level approaches in [12, 13], and state-level approaches in [14, 15]. Our closeness metrics can be used in conjunction with the procedural, statement-sequence, or state-level approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a problem definition. In Section 3, we discuss normalization techniques. In Section 4, we define closeness metrics among behaviors. In Section 5, we describe results of experiments to determine the best combination of metrics, and to demonstrate the advantages of using the closeness metrics. In Section 6, we provide conclusions.

2 Problem definition

A major system design problem is the partitioning of functional objects among system components. There are three types of functional objects in a specification: variables store data, behaviors transform data, and channels transfer data between behaviors. We consider behaviors at a process/procedural level of granularity, as opposed to the finer-grained statement or arithmetic-operation level, since coarse granularity is needed for manageable complexity and designer interaction when dealing with large systems. There are also three types of system components: memories, such as RAMs, ROMs, register-files, and registers, store scalar and array variables; standard and custom processors implement behaviors and variables; buses implement communication channels. Hence, there are three partitioning problems to be solved: behaviors/variables to processors, variables to memories, and channels to buses. This paper focuses on the first problem.

We read a functional specification into a directed-graph intermediate format called an access graph, or AG. The AG represents the accesses, rather than dependencies, be-
tween behaviors and variables. An access is a procedure call, a variable/port read or write, or a message pass. The AG's orientation around accesses, its coarse granularity, and its estimation annotations make it particularly well-suited for system-level partitioning. For details on the AG and the more general specification-level intermediate format SLIF, we refer the reader to [16]. We include a partial AG definition in Figure 1 for use in our closeness metric equations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>(&lt;I_{O\text{all}}, BV_{\text{all}}, C_{\text{all}}) &gt; (Functional objects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO_{\text{all}}</td>
<td>{i_{\text{on}}, i_{\text{off}}, \ldots} (Input/output ports)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV_{\text{all}}</td>
<td>I_{\text{all}} \cup V_{\text{all}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B_{\text{all}}</td>
<td>{b_{1}, b_{2}, \ldots} (Behaviors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{\text{all}}</td>
<td>{v_{1}, v_{2}, \ldots} (Variables)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{\text{all}}</td>
<td>{c_{1}, c_{2}, \ldots} (Channels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_i</td>
<td>(&lt;\text{src}, \text{dst}, \text{acc.freq}, \text{bits}&gt; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>src</td>
<td>\in B_{\text{all}} (Accesser behavior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dst</td>
<td>\in BV_{\text{all}} \cup I_{\text{O\text{all}}} (Accessee object)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Access-graph definition

Each communication channel \(c_i\) has two weights. The \(\text{acc.freq.}\) or access-frequency, weight indicates the number of times the access occurs during an average start-to-finish execution of the source behavior, as determined from a branch probability file. (Minimum and maximum \text{acc.freq.} weights can also be associated with each edge). The second type of weight is the \text{bits} weight, which indicates the number of bits transferred during an access. For access to a scalar, this is the number of bits into which the scalar would be encoded. For access to an array of scalar elements, this is the number of bits to encode an array element, plus the number of address bits needed to specify an element's address. For a more complex data item, such as a three-dimensional array, the data item is first transformed to an array of scalars. For access to another behavior, the bits weight is the number of bits needed to transfer any parameters. For a message pass, this is the number of bits into which the message would be encoded.

3 Normalization

Before defining the closeness metrics, we first discuss normalization of metric values. Normalization refers to the scaling of metric values to a number between 0 and 1. There are two reasons why we wish to normalize metric values. First, normalized values provide an absolute measure of the closeness of objects, e.g., we do not know if 10 shared wires between two objects represent a high closeness, whereas we know that a normalized value of \(9.0\) is very high. Second, normalization provides a means for combining values of different units, such as transistors and seconds, into a single value.

We provide two normalization techniques. In the first technique, called \textit{global normalization}, we divide each metric value by a number that computes that metric over the entire design. For example, we can divide a shared-wires value between two objects by the total number of wires in the design. In the second technique, called \textit{local normalization}, we divide each metric value by a number that computes that metric only over objects involved, rather than over the entire design. For example, we can divide the shared-wires value by the number of wires accessed by either of the involved objects.

In either type of normalization, we add the normalized values of all metrics, and then divide the sum by the number of metrics involved, in order to achieve a final closeness value between 0 and 1. A function that combines several closeness metric values into a single, normalized number is called a \textit{closeness function}.

We now describe our closeness metrics, including local and global normalization techniques for each.

4 Behavior closeness metrics

We have defined seven closeness metric between two sets of procedural-level behaviors and variables, \(BV_i\) and \(BV_j\). \textit{Connectivity}, \textit{shared hardware} and \textit{sequential execution} are common metrics also used for finer-grained behaviors [1, 17, 2]; our definitions differ from previous ones since they are for procedural-level behaviors, and since they include the two types of normalization. The communication metric considers the amount of data transferred during execution, which hasn’t been addressed directly by previous metrics. \textit{Constrained communication} is an even more powerful metric that considers both the communication and the provided performance constraints. In case communication metrics can’t be computed due to a lack of appropriate estimators, we’ve defined the \textit{common accessor} metric as an indirect measure. Finally, our \textit{balanced size} metric ensures that no single cluster grows too large.

4.1 Connectivity

This metric measures the estimated number of wires shared between two sets of behaviors. Wires appear between behaviors in the case when the behaviors’ channels have been mapped to buses. If channels have not yet been mapped to buses, we map each channel to its own bus, with a wire width equal to the channel’s bits weight.

We assume a procedure \textit{AccessedBuses}(\(bv\)) exists that returns the set of buses connected with the given behavior or variable. Specifically, it returns the set of buses \(I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots\}\) for which \(i.C\) (the set of channels mapped to the bus) contains at least one channel \(c\) in which \(c.\text{src} = \text{bw}\) or \(c.\text{dst} = \text{bw}\). The connectivity metric is then defined as:

\[
\text{ConnectivityMetric}(BV_i, BV_j) = \frac{\text{width}_{\text{cmn}_{j,k}}}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
\text{width}_{\text{cmn}_{j,k}} = \sum_{c_{i \in I_j \cap I_k}} i.\text{wires} \\
I_j = \bigcup_{b_{\in BV_j}} \text{AccessedBuses}(b_{\text{bw}}) \\
I_k = \bigcup_{b_{\in BV_k}} \text{AccessedBuses}(b_{\text{bw}}) \\
\text{norm} = \text{width}_{\text{both}_{j,k}} \text{for local norm.} \\
\text{width}_{\text{both}_{j,k}} = \sum_{c_{i \in I_j \cap I_k}} i.\text{wires} \\
\text{width}_{\text{all}} = \sum_{c_{i \in I_j}} i.\text{wires}
\]

In other words, \(I_j\) and \(I_k\) represent the set of buses connected to any behaviors in \(BV_j\) and \(BV_k\), respectively. \text{width}_{\text{cmn}_{j,k}} represents the total width of all buses connected to both \(BV_j\) and \(BV_k\). \text{width}_{\text{both}_{j,k}} represents the total width of all buses connected to either \(BV_j\) or \(BV_k\), \text{width}_{\text{all}} represents the total width of all buses in the system.
4.2 Communication

This metric differs from the connectivity metric in that it measures the amount of data transferred between sets of behaviors, rather than the number of wires used to transfer that data. For example, if two behaviors communicate 16 bits of data 10 times over an 8 bit bus, then the communication metric would consider 16 × 10 = 160 bits, whereas connectivity would consider only the 8 wires of the bus.

We assume a procedure \( \text{AccessedChannels}(bv) \) exists that returns the set of channels in which the given behavior or variable is the accessor or the accessor. Specifically, it returns the set of channels \( C \) such that \( c \) has \( c\.src = bv \) or \( c dern = bv \). The communication metric is then defined as:

\[
\text{CommunicationMetric}(BV_j, BV_k) = \frac{\text{bits cmm}, j, k}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
\text{bits cmm}, j, k = \sum_{c \in C_j \cap C_k} c\.acc freq \times c\.bits,
\]

\[
C_j = \bigcup_{b \in BV_j} \text{AccessedChannels}(bv),
\]

\[
C_k = \bigcup_{b \in BV_k} \text{AccessedChannels}(bv),
\]

\[
\text{norm} = \text{bits both}, j, k \text{ for local norm.},
\]

\[
\text{bits both}, j, k = \sum_{c \in C_j \cup C_k} c\.acc freq \times c\.bits,
\]

\[
\text{bits all} = \sum_{c \in C_j} c\.acc freq \times c\.bits.
\]

In other words, \( C_j \) and \( C_k \) represent the set of channels accessed by behaviors in \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \), respectively. \( \text{bits cmm}, j, k \) represents the total number of bits transferred between \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \). \( \text{bits both}, j, k \) represents the total number of bits transferred between \( BV_j \) and any other behavior, or between \( BV_k \) and any other behavior. \( \text{bits all} \) represents the total number of bits transferred over channels throughout the entire specification. (If a behavior contains an infinite loop, the behavior is ignored when computing this metric, since its accessed channels will have access frequencies of infinity).

4.3 Hardware sharing

The hardware sharing metric measures the amount of hardware that two sets of behaviors could share. For example, if two behaviors both perform multiplication, then they may share a single multiplier. We assume a procedure \( \text{Size}(BV) \) exists that returns the hardware size for the given functional objects on a particular ASIC type. This size may be computed through synthesis, through summation of abstract hardware weights associated with each object, or through incremental synthesis techniques. If a particular ASIC type is not specified (along with a set of available functional units and a maximum number of each unit that can be used), then a default type is assumed.

The hardware sharing metric is defined as:

\[
\text{HardwareSharingMetric}(BV_j, BV_k) = \frac{\text{size shared}, j, k}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
\text{size shared}, j, k = \text{size}_j + \text{size}_k - \text{size}, j, k,
\]

\[
\text{size}_j = \text{Size}(BV_j),
\]

\[
\text{size}_k = \text{Size}(BV_k),
\]

\[
\text{norm} = \text{size both min} \text{ for local norm.},
\]

\[
\text{size both min} = \min(\text{size}_j, \text{size}_k),
\]

\[
\text{size all} = \text{Size}(BV\text{all})
\]

In other words, \( \text{size}_j \) and \( \text{size}_k \) represent the hardware size to implement \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \), respectively. \( \text{size shared}, j, k \) represents the size for a single implementation of both sets of behaviors \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \). \( \text{size both min} \) represents the size of the hardware that would be shared between the two sets. \( \text{size both min} \) is the minimum of \( \text{size}_j \) and \( \text{size}_k \), which is the maximum amount that could be shared between the two sets of behaviors. \( \text{size all} \) is the size for a single implementation of all of the behaviors in the specification.

An analogous metric could be defined for software sharing, where size would be measured as the number of instructions, and sharing would involve the use of common subroutines.

4.4 Common accessors

When two sets of behaviors (and variables) are accessed via subroutine calls or variable reads/writes by many of the same behaviors, grouping those sets will likely improve performance by reducing inter-component communication. We assume a procedure \( \text{Accessors}(bv) \) exists that returns the set of behaviors that access the given behavior or variable. Specifically, it returns the set of behaviors \( B \) such that there exists a channel \( c \) for which \( c\.src = b \) and \( cdst = bv \), where \( b \in B \). We consider a behavior as its own accessor, in order to encourage grouping a variable or behavior with the behaviors that access it. The common accessors metric is defined as:

\[
\text{CommonAccessorsMetric}(BV_j, BV_k) = \frac{\text{accessors cmm}, j, k}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
\text{accessors cmm}, j, k = \text{accessors}_j \bigcap \text{accessors}_k,
\]

\[
\text{accessors}_j = \bigcup_{b \in BV_j} \text{Accessors}(bv),
\]

\[
\text{accessors}_k = \bigcup_{b \in BV_k} \text{Accessors}(bv),
\]

\[
\text{norm} = \text{accessors both}, j, k \text{ for local norm.},
\]

\[
\text{accessors both}, j, k = \text{accessors}_j \bigcup \text{accessors}_k,
\]

\[
\text{accessors all} = B\text{all}
\]

In other words, \( \text{accessors}_j \) and \( \text{accessors}_k \) represent the set of behaviors that access at least one behavior/variable in \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \), respectively. \( \text{accessors cmm}, j, k \) represents the set of behaviors that access at least one behavior/variable in each of \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \). \( \text{accessors both}, j, k \) represents the set of behaviors that access at least one behavior/variable in either \( B_j \) or \( B_k \). \( \text{accessors all} \) represents all possible accessor behaviors, which is simply all behaviors in the entire specification. (The notation \( \text{accessors} \) represents the number of elements in the set \( \text{accessors} \)).

4.5 Sequential execution

If two behaviors are defined sequentially in the specification, they are less likely to reduce performance when mapped to a single processor than are two concurrent behaviors. We assume a procedure \( \text{SequentialBehaviors}(b1, b2) \) exists that returns 0 if behaviors \( b1 \) and \( b2 \) could execute concurrently, else it returns 1. This metric is defined as:

\[
\text{SequentialExecutionMetric}(B_j, B_k) = \frac{\text{seq pair}, j, k}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
\text{seq pair}, j, k = \text{seq pair}, j, k,
\]

\[
\text{seq pair}, j, k = \min(\text{seq pair}, j, k),
\]

\[
\text{seq pair}, j, k = \text{Size}(BV\text{all})
\]
\[ \text{seq \_pairs}_{j,k} = \sum \text{SequentialBehs}(b_1, b_2). \]

\[ \text{norm} = |B_j| \times |B_k| \text{ for local norm}, \]

\[ = \frac{|B_j| \times |B_k|}{2 \times (|B_j| + |B_k| - 1)} \text{ for global norm}. \]

In other words, \( \text{seq \_pairs}_{j,k} \) equals the number of pairs of behaviors that can execute sequentially, where a pair consists of one behavior from \( B_j \) and one from \( B_k \). The local normalization factor is the total number of possible pairs between those two behavior sets, while the global normalization factor is the total number of possible pairs of behaviors from the entire specification.

### 4.6 Constrained communication

This metric is significantly unique from metrics defined in previous works. When we are given a set of performance constraints on behaviors, it is probably better to concentrate on the communications that affect those constrained behaviors, rather than on all communications as was done in the above communication metric. Grouping heavily communicating behaviors will reduce inter-group communication delay, and will thus make it more likely that we will meet performance constraints. Therefore, when deciding whether to group two sets of behaviors, we look not only at the amount of communication between those sets, but also at how much this communication affects the given performance constraints. We assume a procedure \( \text{AccessChansRecurr}(b) \) that returns all channels accessed by behavior \( b \), and all channels accessed by any accessee of \( b \), etc. This metric is then defined as:

\[
\text{ConstrainedCommunication}(BV_j, BV_k) = \frac{\text{bits \_comm}_{j,k}}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
\text{bits \_comm}_{j,k} = \sum_{t \in \text{Concs}} \text{ConstrCommBehs}(t, BV_j, BV_k),
\]

\[
\text{ConstrCommBehs}(t, BV_j, BV_k) = \sum_{t \in \text{ConstrChansRecurr}(t, c)} \text{acc \_freq} \times \text{c \_bits},
\]

\[
\text{ConstrChansRecurr}(t, c) = \begin{cases} c \text{ if } c \text{ \_src} \in BV_j \text{ and } c \text{ \_dst} \in BV_k, \\ c \text{ if } c \text{ \_src} \in BV_k \text{ and } c \text{ \_dst} \in BV_j, \\ \emptyset \text{ otherwise,} \end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{norm} = \sum_{t \in \text{ConCs}} \text{ConstrComm}(t, BV_j, BV_k)
\]

\[
\text{ConstrComm}(t, BV_j, BV_k) = \sum_{t \in \text{AccessChansRecurr}(t, BV_j)} \text{acc \_freq} \times \text{c \_bits}
\]

\[
\text{if ConstrCommBehs}(t, BV_j, BV_k) > 0,
\]

\[
= 0 \text{ otherwise}
\]

In other words, \( \text{ConstrChansRecurr}(t, c) \) is the set of all channels that involve a communication between a behavior in \( BV_j \) and one in \( BV_k \), where that communication contributes to the performance of constrained behavior \( t, bv \). \( \text{ConstrCommBehs}(t, BV_j, BV_k) \) is the total number of bits transferred over those channels during an execution of \( t, b \), and \( \text{bits \_comm}_{j,k} \) is the sum of this number for each constrained behavior in \( \text{Concs} \). The local normalization factor is the number of bits communicated between any two behaviors during the execution of constrained behaviors in which at least one communication occurs between \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \). The global normalization factor is the number of bits communicated between any two behaviors during execution of all constrained behaviors.

This metric is particularly useful for hardware/software partitioning, since the metric can be used to group unconstrained (or loosely constrained) behaviors for implementation in the software component, and tightly constrained behaviors for implementation in the hardware component.

Early investigations of this metric showed that proper normalization is crucial to effective metric use. In particular, the normalization denominator described above is usually quite large compared to the numerator, meaning that this metric’s value is quite small compared to other metric values and thus doesn’t play a significant role in partitioning unless weighted very heavily. We are looking into a better normalization method; in the meantime, we use a variation of this metric in which we compute just as the communication metric, but set the value to zero if the communication does not contribute to a constraint.

### 4.7 Balanced size

When clustering behaviors in order to obtain a partition among ASICs, we usually want a final partition that consists of groups that are roughly balanced in hardware size. If we don’t make an effort to balance group size, the above metrics will end up clustering nearly all the objects in one group. One way to encourage balanced sizes is to favor merging smaller behaviors over larger ones, to prevent any one group from getting too large.

\[
\text{BalancedSizeMetric}(BV_j, BV_k) = \frac{(size \_all - size_{j,k})}{\text{norm}}
\]

\[
size_{j,k} = \text{Size}(BV_j \cup BV_k),
\]

\[
\text{norm} = \text{Size} \text{ all for both local and global norm.},
\]

\[
\text{size} \text{ all} = \text{Size}(BV)
\]

\( size_{j,k} \) represents the size for a single implementation of both sets of behaviors \( BV_j \) and \( BV_k \). \( size \_all \) is the size for a single implementation of all of the behaviors in the specification. Note that the metric numerator is \( (size \_all - size_{j,k}) \), since the smaller that \( size_{j,k} \) is, the larger should be the metric value. Also note that there is no real way to locally normalize in this case, so we use the global normalization factor for both normalization types.

### 5 Results

In this section, we describe how we determined the best combination of metrics for pre-assignment clustering and for N-way clustering. We selected six examples: a microwave-transmitter controller \( \text{mw} \), a fuzzy-logic controller \( \text{fuzzy} \), a telephone answering machine \( \text{ans} \), a volume-measuring medical instrument \( \text{vol} \), an interactive-TV processor \( \text{tv} \), and an Ethernet coprocessor \( \text{ether} \). The first three examples represent control-dominated systems with some data computation, while the last three represent larger examples with a roughly-even mix of control and data computation. The examples averaged 630 lines of algorithmic-level VHDL.
5.1 N-way clustering

We developed a $2^k$ experiment to determine the effect of $k$ metrics during N-way clustering. (For information on $2^k$ experimental designs, see [18].) We examined the metrics of Connectivity, Communication, Constrained communication, Common accessors, and Balanced size; for conciseness, we shall refer to these below as $Cn$, $Cm$, $Cc$, $Ca$ and $Bs$. We did not include Hardware sharing, because early experiments indicated that it was not useful for the given examples. Apparently, the hardware size estimator used a PLA model for control in which the control size for the behavior was often larger than the sum of the control sizes for each behavior alone, which in turn meant that the hardware sharing metric was often negative. We also did not include Sequential execution, since only two of the examples involved concurrent processes.

For each example, we applied 2-way clustering 32 times, once for each of the $2^2$ possible combinations of the five closeness metrics. We experimented with both global and local normalization; global yielded slightly better results in this experiment. Each final partition was evaluated using a cost function that measured the magnitude of size, pin, and performance constraint violations; a cost of 0 meant no violation. We intentionally formulated constraints such that there would always be a constraint violation, so we could compare how close each partition was to 0.

Results are summarized in Table 2. Each row represents one of the five examples, with the last row representing the average over all examples. Each column represents a particular combination of metrics. Column 1 represents clustering without any metrics, which is essentially random clustering. Columns 2 through 6 represent clustering with the single metric of $Cn$, $Cm$, $Cc$, $Ca$, or $Bs$, respectively. Columns 7 through 16, 17 through 26, and 27 through 31 represent combinations of two, three, and four metrics, respectively. Column 32 represents all five metrics. The lowest averages occur in column 30 and 28, representing $Cn-Cc-Ca-Bs$ and $Cn-Cm-Cc-Bs$, respectively. The next lowest average occurs in column 32, where all five metrics are used.

We have found that N-way clustering should be followed by fast greedy improvement for best results [19]. Table 1 compares such clustering (Clust-+grdy) with greedy improvement (Greedy), group migration (Groupmig) and simulated annealing (Simann) [20], all of which improve on a random initial partition. Results are shown for 3-way and 4-way hardware partitioning, and for hardware/software partitioning. Note that Clust-+grdy compares favorably with the other heuristics, and in the last example actually finds the best solution in two cases.

5.2 Pre-assignment clustering

We performed a similar experiment for pre-assignment clustering. All combinations of metrics were applied for the examples to reduce the number of initial objects. In pre-assignment clustering, there are many possible methods for deciding when to terminate clustering (unlike N-way clustering, where we simply stop when there are only N groups remaining). We experimented with all possible closeness thresholds, and found 0.3 to yield the best results for our examples. In other words, terminating clustering when no objects had a closeness greater than 0.3 yielded good time reductions without cost increase. Higher thresholds terminated clustering too early, resulting in only minor time reductions (but no cost increase), while lower thresholds merged too many objects, resulting in cost increases (though greater time reductions). Due to space limitations, we omit the detailed results of the experiment. The conclusion from the experiment was that the combination of the Connectivity and Communication metrics yielded the best results.

5.3 Effects of pre-assignment clustering

![Fig. 2. Cost/time tradeoffs of pre-assignment clustering: (a) mwt, (b) itv, (c) ether.](attachment:image.png)

To demonstrate the effect of pre-assignment clustering on improvement-heuristic runtime, we experimented further on mwt, itv, and ether. We followed pre-assignment clustering by random partitioning and then group migration. Results are shown in Figure 2. The x-axis is the percent of original objects remaining after pre-assignment.
clustering. Thus, the right end of the axis represents no pre-assignment clustering, meaning all original objects are subsequently partitioned among parts; the center represents reduction to half of the original number. The y-axis represents the magnitude of constraint violations of the final partition after group migration, normalized to a number between 0 and 100. It also represents the runtime of group migration, again normalized. Results show that the fewer the number of objects input to group migration, the lower the runtime. In all three examples, we could reduce the objects by 25% (75% of the original number) for a 25% decrease in runtime without any increase in cost. We could the objects by 50% for a 50% decrease in runtime with only a small increase in cost. Such runtime reductions are significant since we may apply group migration hundreds of times, once for each possible combination of system components (whereas clustering is only done once).

6 Conclusion

We have defined several new closeness metrics between procedural-level functional objects. Partitioning at this level of granularity enables us to partition much larger systems than possible with previous efforts. More importantly, it encourages designer interaction, especially when we consider that current manual partitioning is performed at that level of abstraction, meaning that our approach fits well with the current design methodology. Supporting interaction is crucial for system-level tool acceptance, and partitioning at the procedural level achieves this goal.

We have demonstrated that these closeness metrics can be used by clustering algorithms to reduce the computation time of iterative-improvement partitioning algorithms without a loss in partition quality. Such a reduction of computation time increases the usefulness of automated algorithms during partitioning. We have also shown that the metrics can be used to create high-quality final partitions, offering an alternative or complement to iterative-improvement algorithms. In addition, the closeness metrics can be used to guide manual partitioning. Such guidance can greatly simplify the system designer’s task and substantially reduce the amount of hand-calculation necessary. In summary, the closeness metrics can enhance the rapidly growing number of system-design tools.
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